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Married Students!!
Occupants of Married Student Housing inter-V ested in subleasing their furnished apartments or, rtw
prefabs during the summer sessions may list them
with the Housing Office prior to May 10th. Phone
Extension 343 or 347.
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Cookley Warns Students:
Stop Burlesque Or Else!
Dean of Men, George E. Coalcley, has expressed disapproval of student
antics on the dormitory ledges and elsewhere, and has announced that the
administration plans to "rectify a gross set of circumstances perpetrated by
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Bell Elected President
Other Officers
Go Unopposed

an unthinking minority."
Dean Coakley expressed his views in a

letter to the TIGER.

The text

of the letter follow...

By BILL JOHNSON
leadership fraternity, the Tiger
Jimmy Bell, a junior pre-med Brotherhood, the Block C Club,
major from Hartsville, was and Delta Kappa Alpha social
elected President of the Stu- fraternity.
dent Body of Clemson for the A quarterback on the varsity
school year 1964-1965 in elec- football team, he is listed in
tions held on Tuesday, April 7. Who's Who in American Col«
ity with a burlesque performance.
Bell defeated his only opponent leges and Universities. He has
"The Calhoun Mansion is the most frequently visited facility on campus
Tate Horton by a vote of 1022 an outstanding 3.9 GPR.
on weekends. Quite frequently the visitors are family groups which include |
to 836.
Bell feels that putting th«
.mall children and young teen-agers of both sexes. A young lady who travels
the road fronting the Mansion can only be subjected to insults and emOthers who were elected to new Constitution into effect will
barrassment. On Sunday, March M, a road block was established for the
Student Body positions includ- be one of his vital roles as
purpose of stopping cars occupied by young women.
One Clemson student
ed Rudolph Antoncic, Vice President of the Student Body.
was nearly run down by a car which failed to stop at the unlawful road
President; Joe Collins, Secre- He especially feels that the
block. In the meantime other visitors got another good look at Clemson's
tary; and Earl Burch, Treasur- setting up of the Men's and
famous Country Gentleman.
er. Antoncic, Collins, and Burch Women's Residence Court will
"Unfortunately, the congregating is not restricted to Spring although sun
were all unopposed.
be a great service to the stuEARL
BURCH
RUDY
ANTONIC
JOE
COLLINS
bathers add their voices to those In the cheaper seats.
This h.ghly unJIMMY BELL
Five members of the High dent body.
desirable behavior actually gets started during home football games during
Court were elected, and a run- Bell believes that it is import*
the fall. Then, as well as during the spring, the participants take advantage
off has been slated Thursday ant to get students better inof the absence of more mature students and members of the administration
to elect three of the six still formed about student governto publicize the fact that they are not doing too well, in college. Obviously,
left in the race. Those elected ment and to get them mort
these undesirables are not familiar with Thomas Babington Macaulay's quowere Johnny Boyette, James interested in it.
tation 'The measure of a man's real character is what he would do if he
Other projects he considers
Hambright, Cecil Huey, Ed Lo
knew he would never be found out.'
minack, and William Miley. In important include work toward
"It has been hoped that student opinion would correct this situation.
the run-off, students will choose recreational facilities on Laka
Though students may still do so, no positive steps In this direction have been
three from the group including Seneca, and the continuation of
observed. It's unfortunate that the student body will not take the initiative
In correcting obvious discredit on themselves arid thus force the administraSeven hundred students turned been established. The number the Rat Rules. Actually, all that sidence
Court
will
have Joe Blackwell, Jerry Caugh- a strong rat system.
tion to rectify a gross set of circumstances perpetrated by an unthinking out at the polls on March 23 to of class senators has been raised was done was to take the punish- "jurisdiction over minor viola- man, Carlos Lam, Jody PatRudolph Antoncic, a junior
minority. The administration proposes to do |ust that."
give a vote of approval to the from nine to ten.
ments out of the Constitution tions of school regulations in rick, John Scoggins, and Troy economics major from McKeesport, Pa. was the only nomine*
changes made in the student One change which caused and put them with the rest of the the men's dormitories. The Usher.
George E. Coakley
Dean of Men
body Constitution by the Student some confusion was the taking Rat Rules which must be ap- Court will consist of three memAlso to be chosen in the run- for the office of Vice President
Senate.
the "rat punishments" out of proved by the Student Senate bers, elected by the student body off elections are members of of the Student Body.
and two appointed by the Presi- the Women's Residence Court Antoncic is a junior class
Among the more important the Constitution.
These rat each year."
changes is the creation of the punishments will now become The newly created Men's Re- dent of the Student Senate.
and Men's Residence Court. Senator, a member of the Tiger
The Women's Residence Court These courts, created by re- Brotherhood, and a member of
Student Organization Affairs part of the Rat Rules passed
will have jurisdiction over vision in the Student Constitu the Blue Key. He is a member
Committee as a committee of by the Student Senate each year.
violations in the women's dor- tion, have jurisdiction over of the varsity basketball team
the Student Senate in place of "I believe many students
mitories and will consist of three minor violations of the rules in and is in the Delta Kappa Althe Council of Club Presidents. voted against the constitutional
elected and two appointed j the dormitories
pha social fraternity.
Also the office of Attorney changes," said Tate Horton,
Glemson's 1964 Junior Follies country, will feature a wide General has been created, and chairman of the Constitution Remembers.
Three of the four candidates As Vice President of the
have been scheduled for April variety of folk music. The a Men's Residence Court and I visions Committee, "because
The Attorney General will be nominated for Men's Resi- Student Body, Antoncic will be
16 at 8:00 pm in the Field "Clemson Cloggers," a rousing Women's Residence Court have I they thought we were abolishing
appointed by the President of dence Court on March 23 will a member of the President's
success last year, and just rethe Student Body and his job be elected. Nominated were J. Cabinet, and will assume the
House.
Groups to appear in the Fol- cently at Winthrop College, will
will be to aid the President. Pat Crowther,
Robert F duties of the President in the
Among his duties will be the Kearse, Daniel Truett, and event of absence or vacation
lies are still being contacted, appear again this year.
giving of legal advice to the Jo
,
,' L Wa]dreD
but at least ten have already The Follies will also feature
Sponsors
of the office of President. The
of the Student Body j f,fptl L' WaldrePbeen booked to appear. The all-girl groups from Columbia
Senior Staffers of THE TI- President
.
.. , ,,
p.. j 1 Three unopposed candidates Vice President is also Presigroups come from South Caro- College, Limestone, Converse,
GER, TAPS, WSBF, and CDA and representing the Student for Women's" "Residence Courtldent Pro Tempore of the Senlina, North Carolina, and Geor- and the University of Georgia.
must have pictures of their Senate before any of the student have been nominated. They are ate, and is a non-voting memMasters of Ceremonies will
gia.
sponsors for the Jr.-Sr. turned courts.
(Continued on Page 6)
Kay D. Cannon, Linda J. Huff,
April 15:
Limelighting the festivities be Bobo Lee and Frank Pearce. Led by John H. Butler, the duled as follows:
in to THE TIGER by 11:00 pm Also he will "maintain the of- and Lydia Threatt.
ficial
records
of
all
rules,
reguNewberry,
Abbeville,
Greenswill be a nationally known Co-chairmen of the Junior Fol- 55-piece Clemson Concert Band,
April 26 if they are to appear
Jimmy Bell, the newly electand other official acts"
"mystery group" whose iden- lies this year are Frank Pearce director of bands, begins its boro, Ga.; April 16: Thomson, in the special section of the Jr lations,
ed President of the Student
of
the
Student
Senate,
and
keep
Ga.,
Graniteville,
Bamberg;
annual
spring
tour
8
pm
Tuestity will not be revealed until and Jim Hambright.
Sr. Issue.
a record of "all violations of Body, has served as president
" Admission will be fifty cents day, April 14, with a concert April 17: Hampton, Beaufort,
they step onto the stage.
Booze
Day
rules
and regulations" and of his sophomore and junior
Parris
Island.
A folk-singing group, "The per jjerson, and the proceeds in Mt. Zion Elementary School,
classes. He is a member of
There will be a Senior Class recommend penalties.
The
concluding
concert
will
Winnsboro.
will
go
to
the
Junior
Class
at
Shilohs", one of the foremost
meeting on Monday, April 13, In becoming official, the Con- Phi Eta Sigma and Phi Kappa
be
held
8
pm
Tuesday,
April
Other
appearances
are
schegroups in this part of the Clemson.
21, in Tillman Hall at the Col- at 7:00 pm in the Chemistry stitutional changes had to be Phi, honorary scholastic fra(Continued on Page 6)
! ternities, Blue Key, honorary
Auditorium. Dean Cox will be
lege.
Concert selections will in- there to discuss Senior Day. All
clude Von Suppe's popular Seniors should be present.
Cribs For GRE
"Pique Dame Overture," Bach's
"Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring," Clemson's Society for the AdBeethoven's "Egmont Over- vancement of Management will
ture," Cesar Franck's moving hold a very important meeting
"Piece Heroique," the new on Tuesday, April 14 at 7:30
"Fantasia for Band" by the pm in Sirrine Hall. Topics to Clemson's Army ROTC Coun- be returned to a prison comcontemporary American com- be discussed are how to pre terguerilla Unit will travel to pound where they will undergo
poser Vittorio Giannini and pare for Graduate Record Ft. Benning, Georgia, where interrogation and minor physiCOMING!
Gustav Hoist's "First Suite for Exams, and how to get into they will go through the Ranger cal harassment in imatation of
graduate school.
Military Band."
escape and evasion course. actual capture by an enemy.
The program will also fea- Also to be discussed are field Two and three man groups of
ture lighter music from the trips to Atlanta on April 30 and ROTC Counterguerrillas will at- Later this month the Counter
movie "Lawrence of Arabia," to Singer Manufacturing Com- tempt to evade an agressor guerrillas will run a night com
pass course in the woods in
the Broadway play "Fiorello!" pany in Anderson.
force of 200 trained soldiers the Clemon area. They will alAll
SAM
members
are
urged
and several favorite marches.
and avoid capture. The exerProgram novelties include to attend and bring a friend. size will be carried out at night so be running .a voluntary physical training
program for The Clemson College Glee
Literates Wanted
"Take Five," a fine example
under simulated combat con- Army ROTC cadets who are go- Club will join with forty young
The
Calhoun
Literary
Society
of "cool jazz" for the concert
ladies from Coker College to
band and two Leroy Anderson will hold an open meeting Mon- ditions and the agressor troops ing to summer camp in June. present a concert Tuesday
will
have
the
aid
of
scout
dogs
The
program
will
be
held
four
selections, "Home Stretch," a day night, April 13 at 7:15 in
night, April 14 at 7:30 pm in
racing gallop, and "The Type- the Conference room of the in tracking down the escapees. days a week.
the Tillman Hall auditorium.
Men who are captured will
(Continued
on
Page
4)
writer."
The unit has recently con- This will climax the spring tour
structed a hand-to-hand com- which started two Sundays ago.
bat pit and an obstacle course The program promises to be a
of fifteen obstacles in a field widely varied one, with selecbehind the football stadium. tions from all types of music.
They have also set up simulated Spirituals will dominate the
patrol problems here. These program with such songs as
John Ciardi, Poetry Editor of Saturday Review, lectured on the meaning of poetry. The lecproblems were used in leader- "Ezekiel Saw the Wheel",
ture was highlighted by the reading and explication of his own poems and the poetry of
plete advanced study leading to ship reaction tests in which the "Dry Bones",
"Go Down
While
still
continuing
its
Grad-1
at
the
first
year
level,
$2,600
many other well known poets. Photo—Spencer & Spencer
uate and Cooperative Fellow- for those at the intermediate master's and doctoral degrees unit acted as agressors against Death", and "Gospel Train",
the ROTC juniors preparing included on the list of numbers
ship programs, the National level, and $2,800 for those at in engineering.
MONDAYS LECTURE POINTS FINGER
Science Foundation has elected the terminal year level. The A trainee may be reappointed for summer camp.
to be sung. Some popular songs
Clemson College to assist in the Foundation will also provide for a total tenure period of up The Counterguerrillas now that will be included are "The
inauguration of a program of $500 per trainee per year_ for to two years for the master's number 36 men who must meet Colorado Trail", "Exodus", and
Graduate Trusteeships in Engi- each dependent and pay tuition degree and four years for the both GPR and physical fitness "Malegua".
doctoral degree. All decisions
costs.
neering.
the initial appoint- requirements. Unit members There will be no admission
Clemson has been granted The principal objective of this concerning
ment of trainees and their ap- were all in the top third of their charged for this concert and
program
is
to
help
meet
the
funds to support four graduate
platoon at the 1963 Summer students are cordially invited
trainees in 1964-65, two in civil nation's future needs for profes- pointment in successive years
to attend.
Camp
will
be
made
by
Clemson.
sional
manpower
by
increasing
engineering and one each in
mechanical engineering and en- the number of qualified individgineering mechanics, Dean of uals who undertake and comthe Graduate School Dr. Hugh
H. Macaulay announced, fields
dollars
a
day
for
it.
"The
beats
missed.
The
answer
is
in
the
Speaking last Monday night to
Clemson University students rhythem. When the conversation have gone to many souces, most in which Clemson offers study
and faculty, John Ciardi, poetry and the rythem come to rest, notably Zen, and have raided leading to the doctoral degree.
'This is part of a national efthe license as they well please,"
editor of the Saturday Review, you have a poem."
expressed concern at the lack Ciardi described a third grade he said. "Passion is not enough fort," explained John T. Wilson,
of interest and understanding of class of students as his best until it attaches itself io edu- NSF deputy director, "to accelerate the output of graduate
audience. "They understand I cated fingers."
poetry among students.
Ciardi, recent recipient of the things that are too simple for In closing Ciardi quoted Frost students with advanced degrees
John Holmes chair at Tufts Uni- us to accept at face value. We again in describing a poem as in enginering, as well as in the
versity and one of the foremost constantly try to read symbol- a "'thoughtfelt thing.'" Poetry mathematical and physical sciBold uses of steel, no longer
must bring the world to form, ences."
American poets, said that he ism into everything."
masked behind masonry but
was "afraid of the mind that Following his lecture, Ciardi to an eye with which we can A limited number of grants often revealed in its structural
demands a meaning to every- opened a short question and an- see what's happened and what's have been made to 109 institu- role, are on display in a phothing." He went on to explain swer period. In answer to the happening. He also encouraged tions of higher learning within tographic exhibit of kingsize
how a poem is "not an intellec- question "How will the best educators to elicit enthusiasm the U. S. to enable them to select approximately 1,200 prom- prints in the School of Archi
tual exercise alone, but is an poets be recorded in history?" and feed it.
Ciardi said that he felt that for Boston bred, Ciardi received ising individuals for full-time tecture at Clemson.
exercise for the whole body."
The public is invited to see
Recalling his grammar school the most part the best poets his B.A. from Tufts University graduate study in engineering
days, Ciardi told of times his create a lot of noise which in 1938. His M.A. was granted Participation in this program is the exhibits, "The Architecture
teachers would read a poem to seems to lead only to noise. In by the University of Michigan limited to those institutions of of Steel," admission free weekthe class only to dismiss it with describing the best poets he where he was also given a Hope- higher education within the days through April 17 from 9
a "now wasn't that beautiful, added that "one must have a wood award in poetry. At Har- United States which confer doc am to 4:30 pm.
class?" He went on to add that disciplined talent for poetry, vard, he began as an instructor toral-level degrees in at least It illustrates the directness
poetry is being taught relent- you must love the labor of put- in English and was made a one area of engineering.
and clarity of expression inherlessly as meaning while it is an ting poetry into form." Il- Briggs Copeland assistant pro- Complete information about ent in steel constructtion that
experience not paraphrasable. lustrating one of the problems, fessor of English. In 1953 he the program at Clemson may has appealed to many archiInterviewing Robert Frost, Ci- Ciardi quoted one of the best went from Harvard to Rutgers be obtained by writing the Dean tects since 1900. Portrayed in
ardi quoted Frost's description poets as saying, "I type from where he became Professor of of the Graduate School. Appli 31 panels measuring 40x40
of a poem. "Writing a poem is eight to ten feet a day on a English, resigning in 1961 to be- cations should be submitted as inches is the use of the metal
like beginning a conversation. roll of paper. I don't change come a free lance writer and soon as possible for study be in 25 American homes, schools,
Pictured above ii PR Company C-4, Clemson's entry in the national drill competition held
ginning this September.
lecturer.
You talk to it, and when it anything."
Basic 12-month stipends to bi office buildings and ports facil- annually at the Cherry Blossom Festival in Washington, D. C. This PR Drill Team consistAmong his books of poetry
talks back to you, you answer Ciardi said if we should sub
iTToud^n'rknow'where"its go" I mit ourselves to their self psy-j "How Does a Poem Mean," be-i paid from NSF funds to ties, many designed by young- ing of 28 cadets will attempt to carry on the tradition of excellence set by previous drill
teams.
ing, but you know when you've I choanalysis we should get fifty!
(Continued on Page 3)
I Trainees will be $2,400 for those er architects.
"Th» ledges on the south side of the main dormitory complex have become a stage for a vulgar drama conducted on weekends. The roof in this
vicinity also furnishes a backdrop from which lewd remarks and improper
dress is witnessed.
The illegitimate actors occupying the ledges and the
roof are not satisfied with violating regulations which place these areas offlimits, they have a compulsion to draw attention of visitors to their immatur-
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Civil Rights Bill
By JOHN COYLE
Associate Editor
The most prominent and
probably the most important
domestic issue facing our
country today is that of civil
rights. The term civil rights
is a broad one and is concerned with a wide spectrum
of human relationships. Most
people, how*:?'*S;*s%i.
ever, think of
the struggle
of the Negro
for his basic
freedoms,
freedoms
somewhat defined by the
Const i t ution,,
referred to in the Declaration of
Independence, and claimed
to be the expression of Christian brotherhood. If such
references fail to stir one to
the side with the Negro, the
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Student Government Farce
Another Student Body election is
now history. This election featured
the most modern voting methods, utilizing IBM equipment. The election was
well covered by our student radio station, which had a remote unit on the
scene. Today's TIGER proclaims the
results in large type. It was almost
like a real election.
But it was a real election, wasn't it?
The Clemson student body did pick its
leaders for the new year, didn't we?
Well, some of us did, most of us did not.
How then can anyone question the existence of a "real" election?
There was no election because there
was nothing at stake. No pressing issues, or even little ones, divided the
candidates. The student body showed
its characteristic lack of concern and
to add insult to injury, the lesser offices
were not contested. The number of
people to whom the outcome really mattered was pitifully small.
We have the right, or more likely
the duty, to ask why this is true. Jim
Bell and Tate Horton are both outstanding, talented people, either one of whom
would have made an excellent President
of our Student Body. The bitter truth
is that a much lesser figure than either
of these could adequately discbarge the
duties of that office.
The Presidency of the student body,
the highest student office at Clemson,
lacks the importance and stature that
both of these men, as well as Bill
Sykes, deserve. It goes without saying
that the same things apply to the offices of Vice-President, Secretary, and
Treasurer. In these three offices, only
one man was even nominated for each
office. This year we were lucky. The
one and only candidates
men.

were

good

Perhaps, there is nothing that can be
done about the importance of student
government.

Perhaps, the President of

the student body is always condemned
to being no more powerful than the
Queen of England, but we hope not.
Last year the question, "Just what are
the powers and functions

of

student

government?" was a burning issue in
the private world of those in student
government.

It has never

been

an-

swered to the complete satisfaction of
anyone we know.
The question at that time was the
length of the rat season.

It was Dean

Cox's duty to insist

a

policy which was

on

particular

in itself desirable.

How much self-respect was

lost

by

some very talented student leaders in

Proving A Point
Clemson is truly becoming a university.

A few weeks ago students staged

our first "panty raid."

All we need

now is a toothpaste test.

the story sessions which grew out of
this issue no one knows.
The high court has always been the
showplace of student government.

The

administration has never overruled their
decisions.

One student leader, closely

connected with that court,

told

this

writer that he rued the day that he ever
heard that statement.
was

pure

hypocrisy

He felt that it
because

of

the

aU

are influenced.
Mercifully and justly, the Dean of
Student Affairs has kept some cases
In another case he

modified a sentence to make it voluntary.

The Editor of THE TIGER felt

that this action was necessary and certainly cannot criticize Dean Cox for it.
However, it does make something of a
sham out of student government.
The President of Clemson and his
staff cannot escape their ultimate responsibility; therefore student government can never become a true government. This is not a reason for sitting RoHtiCCll
still. Someone has said that the chief
purpose

of

student government

any-

where is to provide training in democracy and to give honor to student leaders.

These are important, but the most

important reason should be to represent
the student body.
Does
this?

our

student

government

Yes it does—to a point.

do

There

is a definite tendency for those in student government to identify with the
administration.

This is to us like a de-

fense lawyer who makes an effort to be
impartial. He isn't supposed to be impartial—he is supposed
to represent
his
c
r
...
T
chent
In an
case that the lnterests
y
of students conflict with those of the
administration,
student
government
should present the student view ONLY.
We all know that the other side will
be represented.
We do not blame the administration
for limiting student government. It is
part of their responsibility. Likewise,
we have the greatest respect for those
student government officials who have
done so much for Clemson. What we do
deplore is the attitude of some student
leaders that whatever exists is right and
that you can't fight city hall.
Obviously it would be a mistake to
blindly oppose the administration at
every turn. But the converse is also
true. The present state of helplessness
of student government is not the tragic
thing. The tragic part is the lack of
concern about the situation. We feel
compelled to remind those in the new
administration that their first responsibility is to the students and that at least
at present student government is woefully weak. Finally we would remind
all students that student government
will be exactly what we students make
it. Good luck!

Scen£

Red-Faced State Democrats
Revealed As Two-Faced!!
By BILL HAMILTON
Tiger News Editor
The South Carolina state
Democratic
convention on
March 25 ended in something
of an embarrassing situation
according to newspaper reports—embarrassing to most
of the delegates at least.
The embarrassment was
fjc^tha/seven
hundred
c
° n,v <;ntlon"
ers had apparently tacitly agreed not
to mention a
few very obvious
facts;
and then sud- _
denly somebody blurted out
the truth. It was too much.
The delegates hastily adjourned the convention in the
middle of a speech and went
home, perhaps a little shamefaced,
The person who disrupted
the convention by saying
what wasn't intended to be
said was the wife of Clemson
English professor Dr. Albert
H. Holt. To understand the
reason that Mrs. Holt's remarks were so embarrassing,
it's necessary to back-track a
little to see what had gone
on earlier at the convention.
First, Governor Donald Russell, keynoter of the convention, spoke glowingly of
President Johnson, and solidly endorsed the one-party
system.
Then, the party platform,
which, according to THE
GREENVILLE NEWS, was
adopted two years ago, and
also which stresses constitutional government and
"states' rights", was accept^^^fe^vention had
practically passed a resolution endorsing the state's congressional delegation for its

Rantings And Ravings

Harder's Sharp Scalpel Slices Solons
By BYRON HARDER
Tiger Columnist
Question number one: Why
hasn't Governor Russell, who
campaigned on a platform of
improvement of our educational system and received
a good many votes because
of that stand, done anything
about it? South Carolina is
still on the
bottom of the
e d u c ational
barrel (as the
saying goes,
thank God for
M ississippi!),
but what does
one hear from,
our
Governor?
One can occasionally read
that he has made a speech
lamenting the fact that South
Carolina is so low in educational opportunities and promising to try to do all he can
to help the situation. But, as
far as I can tell, that's it. Our
teachers still receive an insultingly low salary, there
arc too many pupils in most

classrooms and many of the
teachers now teaching aren't
fully qualified or capable of
doing a good job. It seems
to me that a man who was
once the president of one of
our universities could do better. For instance, he could
go out over the state and
make speeches urging the
people to pressure their legislators to vote for a better
educational system for their
children. Possibly we need
another governor, presently
a president of a state university, who could do some real
work toward improving our
educational standards (as he
has done in his present position).
Question number two: Why
has President Johnson continued his predecessor's policy of taking all of the insults that any little pennyante country wants to dish
out to us? I had hopes that
Mr. Johnson would show a
little more pride in his country than Mr. Kennedy showed
during his term of office. It

galls the Hell out of me to
see my country inade fun of
and insulted almost daily,
especially by countries that
owe a lot of what they are to
us. Lord only knows how
much aid we have given
Pakistan in the past twenty
years. So now Pakistan is
trying to blackmail us into
modifying our relationship
with India and using flirtations with Red China as their
weapon.
Ghana's government, led by a definite mental case, encouraged a violent anti-American demonstration, possibly because they
were tired of just talking
against us. Of course, within a week our government
had assured everyone that
that would in no way interfere with our help on the 150
million dollar dam project on
the upper Volta river. The
new government of Zanzibar,
composed of the most procommunist bunch of ragamuffin cutthroats I've ever
seen, actually paraded our
Ambassador down a street at
the point of a gun. Their

Throughout the North on
v^^^-iT ^V-, ,

¥*\

ofSJ
'*?*?£
^^w^Xffl
or quoting outt T
of context
the Lincoln
out of context from
so.

many subtle ways in which decisions

out of the court.

Declaration of Independence,
which declares that all men
are equal upon principle, and
making exceptions to it,
where will it stop? If one man
says it does not mean a Negro, why may not another say
it does not mean some other
man? If that Declaration is
not the truth, let us get the
Statute book out in which we
find it and tear it out! . . .
Let us discard all this quibbling about this man and the
other man—this race and the
other race being inferior, and
therefore they must be placed
in an inferior position . . . Let
us discard all these things
and unite as one people
throughout this land, until we
shall once more stand up declaring that all men are
created equal."

reason was that we had been
too slow in recognizing the
new government. We recognized their government within a week, with apologies.
I'd like to see the next
President (or the present
one) lay it on the line that
we were tired of being the
scrapegoat for the whole
world and would review our
aid program to any country
who demonstrated by their
actions that they wanted it
reviewed, and I'd include
France, too. The next time
Sukarno, Karume, Jagan, Sihanouk or others of their ilk
start mouthing off, a withdrawal of both aid and ambassadors would bring them
around or, in any case, we
wouldn't lose much if they
persisted in their anti-American actions. The use of one
country as an example would
probably scare the others out
of any similar actions. In any
case, I think it is time to
put some guts back into our
foreign policy. We need another Teddy Roosevelt, complete with stick.

fight against the Civil Rights
bill now before the U. S. Senate.
Then Mrs. Holt got up and
started saying things the
other delegates didn't want
to hear. She came out in
favor of the Civil Rights bill!
"Just as a large percentage
of our state's population is
Negro," she said, "so is that
same percentage of voting
Negroes largely Democratic.
Where are their delegates?
"Is it not time we recognized the Negro leadership
in our state and party and
encouraged it to participate
in party affairs? By dragging
our feet, are we not missing
an opportunity to encourage
first-class citizenship?

"And if the pending Civil
Rights bill should be defeated
or drastically watered-down,
we in effect will reap the results, and I believe many of
us fear these unhappy and
unpleasant results,
"If we face responsibility
the challenge before we have
the Federal government cram
it down our throats, we could
patch up the communication
lines between ourselves and
our Negro citizens.
"These are the most practical reasons, but there are
moral and Christian reasons
also which I, and, I hope,
others cannot praise our representatives for their fight
against President Johnson's
(Continued on Page 6)

The Campus Scene

Red Eye In Sky
Leaves Airwaves
By BOB GASKINS
Tiger Columnist
On April 1, 1964, there was
a new addition to our fair
campus. Radio Station ? went
on the air with the kind of
music students wanted to
hear, yeah, yeah, yeah. This
threat (?) to WSBF had no
regular hours, had no supervisor, had no call, operated
with nearly 1/200 the power
of the Clemson Station, and
seemingly was enjoyed more
during the short span of time
that it operated. On April 6,
this station was forcefully
stopped by Clemson University officials. Now, the question that pervades the campus is, "Why was this station
put off the air?"
We all know that there are
laws and regulations governing the airways. Should this
station fall under those laws?
Should it fall under the laws
of the school? Yes, on both
counts. The station had no
license; by law, none is required for this type of transmitter. Then, you ask, "What
was it doing wrong to be
stopped? Why can't this station be operated if there are
more, than a few amateur
radio stations operating within the dorms? First. In an
advertisement for this transmitter, the ad reads, "operates within a radius of 150
Ft." We know that contrary
to the 150 Ft. range, this station covers quite an area.
The range is an estimated 1/4
mile radius. The station has
to use a special radiational
antenna for such range. This
is a flagrant violation of FCC
laws. As for the question
of discrimination of radio
amateurs in favor of the "Red
Eye in the Sky", we must
remember that radio amateurs have taken an electronics exam, know morse code,
usually build their equipment,
and have registered call letters; in short, radio amateurs
are LEGAL.
This new station was well
received by the "cave dwellers." Many students have
complained that WSBF plays

music to expire by, hypnotize
by, and influence ageing
morons by. Many students
want a little more popular
music.
There was one incident of
obscene or party records being played by this station.
This was the incident that not
only bred dissatisfaction to
some, but outrage to others.
A great number of students
are keyed up against WSFB,
and with no just cause. True
WSBF was "king on the hill",
competitor, or whatever you
may wish to call it, but desire for a monopoly on the
air was not the executioner
of the neophyte station. The
incident of obscene language
amplified the pressure for
action.
The owner of the transmitter is a student on probation so many may jump to
conclusions and think that he
is a born troublemaker, but,
in this case, the student happens to be a fairly responsible student. True, he had
committed a few mistakes in
the past, but he did not set
up this station on the spur,
of the moment. He checked
quite thoroughly about the
regulation and thought it all
right to transmit. Partially,
he cannot be blamed for assuming that it would be permissible. There are 12 volumes of FCC regulation and
not many professional radio
stations come by a complete
understanding of them all,
and our own WSBF possesses
only one volume. The ad for
the transmittter states that it
is "FCC Approved". So, by
simple deduction, it would be
quite possible to assume that
since it is FCC approved, and
that there are other radio
transmitters in the dorms,
then why not one more? The
student owner made his error
when be did not clear such a
station with school officials.
We hope that maybe WSBF
will inquire more among its
audience of listeners for preferences. So long. See you
next week, same time, same
station.

It is paradoxical and hypocritical that many of those
opposed to the Negro's cause
claim to be devout Christians,
believers in the Declaration
of Independence, and staunch
supporters of the Constitution. Indeed, some of these
opponents who are in the
United States Congress claim
to be competent Constitutional lawyers and capable
of better intrepreting this
document than men who have
spent the better part of a
lifetime studying it.
These congressmen, possessors of a public trust (we
wonder if they know or are
concerned with the meaning
of the phrase) bestonved upon
them by their constituents
both black and white, almost
invariably claim concern for
safeguarding the Constitution
and for preventing encroachment by the federal government upon individual rights
and states rights. They constantly decry federal intervention in local affairs and
maintain that the solution of
civil rights' problems should
be left in the hands of those
closest to the problem. This
seems to be a good argument.
But such matters left in the
reluctant hands of local politicians, the willing mouthpieces of recalcitrant communities, would never receive
attention.
Until the Clarendon County
case and the subsequent gradual increase in pressure applied by civil rights groups,
local communities in both the
North and South were slow to
right the wrongs of centuries.
Most frequently, no action
was taken at all.
Most of the issues of civil
rights and race relations
could be settled by action of
local and state governments.
The proponents of such local
action conveniently neglect
to mention that only their
failure to do so has caused
the federal government to intervene and continues to
make strong federal action
necessary because the condition of our Constitutional
rights and of our race relations is a national burden and
disgrace.
In an exchange with Senator Humphrey on March 11,
Sen. Allen J. Ellender (D-La)
gave an example of discrimination which is characteristic
of the norm, not the exception. Ellender acknowledged
that Negroes are not allowed
to vote in some parts of the
South. This practice is exactly what Title I of the civil
rights bill is designed to prevent.
The weapons used in the
attempt to block this bill are:
myth, deceit, and lies, and,
when these do not succeed—
the stall. Myths such as "the
Negro already enjoye full
equality, or that he doesn't
want it, or that he can't cope
with it" are foisted on the
public.
A tactic which perpetually
crops up is that of misquoting
or quoting out of conetxt the
statements of Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln clearly said in
Chicago in 1858: "I shall like
to know if taking this old

the above statement distorted historical fact and created
a false image of his fundamental values and belief.
Such advertisements appeared in the major newspapers
and were paid for by the Cit-.
izens' Councils of America.
Attempts by segregationists
to align Lincoln's views with
their own are easily countered by recognition of his role
in getting the Thirteenth
Amendment through the House
of Representatives and by
many statements which he
made, statements such as:
the Negroes, "who have so
heroically vindicated their
manhood on the battlefield,
where in assisting to save the
life of the Republic, they have
demonstrated in blood their
right to the ballot."
Congressman Dorn (D-S.C.)
in a news release of January
30, 1964, in attacking the civil
rights bill, said: "the bill is
the most brazen calculated
attack on individual freedom
and property rights in the
history of western civilization.
Title I of the Civil Rights
Bill would place the control
of election machinery in the
hands of the Attorney General."
The truth
Congressman
Dorn is that Title I states that
unequal application of voting
registration requirements is
forbidden in elections for federal offices. As for the placing of the control of election
machinery in the hands of the
Attorney General, the bill
stipulates that the U. S. Attorney General is given the
power to ask a special threejudge federal court to hear a
suit filed by anyone claiming
that his right to vote has been
denied. Plainly, if equal application of voting registration requirements is maintained, there would be no
cause for the Attorney General to invoke such powers,
indeed no legal basis for him
to do so. Only he who has a
guilty conscience need have
any fear, Congressman Dorn.
Rep. Dorn also states that
this section will promote corruption, political machines
and will become a mockery
of the right to vote one's
choice. It seems fairly evident that South Carolina, victim of the one party system,
has first-hand knowledge of
the existence of political machines. As for corruption, one
can only conjecture.
Perhaps the most careless
and willfully malicious charge
of all is that the bill would
be able to dictate for whom
one would vote. Congressman Dorn should have read
the bill more closely before
he voted for it. There is no
clause in the bill which could
possibly be constructed as
removing a person's right to
vote for the person of his
choice.
Today, when most of the
moral
forces,
large and
small, in this country are
calling for equality of citizenship, a few self-righteous
men in the Congress of the
United States deem themselves worthy and intelligent
enough to disagree. How presumptious can one get?
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Tiger Interview: Mickey Spillane
Noted Novelist Of Suspense
Discusses Life And Leisure

Mickey And Doll
::

And how does he handle bel- mily man when the Mike Hamthought he could beat me."
mer inside calms down. Mickey
ligerent women?
So much for the swords.
Tiger Feature Writer
plays the role of a father at his
Spillane showed no interest in
"As Mike Hammer says, inlet home.
creative
writing
courses
of
any
A
boisterous, outspoken,
never hit a woman, kick her."
brew-sipping Mickey Spillane sort.
"I make my children learn
done poetry and we play encyclo'I consider writing a good Mickey Spillane has
dressed in white duck pants and
a black t-shirt expounded liter- mechanical aptitude — not a much in the field of journalism. pedia together. We listen to
ary beliefs and life experiences talent. When I wrote my first He helped start True magazine classical music. I let them
in his own rough Mike Hammer book I expected everyone to like The Human Torch comic, and see the Beatles once and that
many other comic strips. He was it. They're nothing but
manner as he celebrated one of it."
his "happy days" after arriving And what does he think of presently writes for Saga mag- trash.
I also make them
azine.
from New York City to his Thomas Wolfe?
read."
quiet Murrell's Inlet home. The
"The worst writer in the
"I put Manhunt magazine in
author of "Kiss-Me Deadly" de- world was Thomas Wolfe. I business with one lousy story. A boisterous,
outspoken,
tective stories that have sold could outwrite this guy any day The trouble with the magazines brew-sipping Spillane who has
over 800 million copies lives by of the week.
now is that there are too many been shot in detective work
the credo that "the biggest apdamn women writers. That's three times is indeed a man of
"He wrote only trash."
plause in the world is the cash
what's wrong with Post and the the world. A scuba diver, ownregister. If you sell to the pub- Is Spillane a "dirty writer"? whole field
of journalism.
lic you're a writer, if you can't "I'm suppose to be a dirty You've got to get the men back er of a music company, fencer,
you're an author."
writer, but I don't use profan- in there."
crack shot, airplane pilot, boat
The bold, stocky Mickey, who ity. Correction — I used —
owner, gun collector, sports car
has been writing for 28 years two times."
A former drag racer himhates split infinitives, can't
self, an older Jaguar and new racer, movie star, critic, writer,
The
outspoken
author
showstand a person who uses "was"
XKE owner Spillane enjoys family man, police reporter, deinstead of "were", and has had ed a part of his large gun telling stories of his racing tective, fighter, lover, and aconly two stories rejected in his collection, which included rif- experiences. He claims to tive in "beaucoup d'autres aflife.
les and pistols of all shapes have owned one of the fastest faires", Spillane might easily
What does he consider his and sizes. He is extremely ac- stock cars in the nation.
be classified in the laconic lanbest novel?
"I love a sucker with a Cor- guage of the college set as a
"The best one is the one curate with a 45 automatic.
you just finished or the one
"I've got to keep these guns vette. I'll take him so quick." "stud." Keeping himself in top
. though it naturally seems to the you're working on. I mature around because I need to look
By CHARLES HILL
What happened when his man- physical shape and constantly
I left hander that it should be on in writing. I'm required read- at them when I write. One erTiger Feature Writer
!
uscript and car were stolen in busy at something and everyhis left. Immediately, an awk- ing in most colleges."
ror in guns and you're flooded
There exists in this world, in; wartj situation is created as the Has he written anything late- with letters. I made a mistake Florida?
thing, the ghost of Mike Hamthis country, in this state, yea, I Malaligned One tries to hold ly?
with a .45 and got over a
"The car was recovered in no mer rambles on in the mind of
even in this great University, a;his glass with his right hand.
"I finished four books in thousand letters."
time. I got $30,000 worth of pub- this audacious writer — Mickey
group of people so maltreated, Even worse, the lefthander, of March." Blood Sunrise and The
Spillane.
so discriminated against, so so- course, eats with his left hand, Snake are the latter of his un- He showed a small gun that licity when it was stolen."
cially shunned, so denied their which causes the left elbow to published novels at the printers. could be easily concealed in the Why does he live in a quiet
neighborhood along the coast?
basic rights and freedoms, that protrude. Often this extremity "There's a new character called palm of the hand.
the protests of other minority pokes the eating hand of the Tiger Mann in the The Snake. "I got shot with this gun — "I was a millionaire twice.
groups seem positively trivial in right-hander seated next to him, Nobody has ever seen anything called a Young America—made People come down and ask
comparison. This group, like the causing an embarrassing chain like this. It took me nine days by a company that manufactur- what I'm doing here. I tell
Biblical poor, have been with us reaction as coffee is spilled, to write it because I took two es bicycles. I can't get over them not to feel sorry for me."
(Continued from Page 1)
that name— Young America."
Sometimes he is called a faalways. Although suffering con- china is broken, gravy is splash- days off in between."
stant abuse, somehow they have ed, and fortune cookies
came the book that is now used
are How long does it take Spillsurvived, and, being of hardy crumbled. Thus the banquet is ane to write a novel?
as a college introductory text to
stock, they will indubitably re- disrupted in pell-mell confusion, "I've done a book in about
the study of poetry. Ciardi, in
main. Yet they have received all because the proper seating three days; the longest takes
this
book, speaks plainly about
no governmental assistance, no of the left-hander was not con- three weeks. When you write
the subject of poetry. He is able
public recognition, and no civic sidered. And so the left-hander for money, you have to write
pity as have the more vocal winds his weary way home, feel- fast. I just write for entertain
to lift the cloud of misundergroups. It is now my purpose ing ashamed and inferior.
standing surrounding poetry by
ment."
to publicize the hardships of this
Does he consider himself a
his lucid, yet penetrating com
An
analagous
situation
is
the
body, in the hope that their confacsimile of the "hard-fightordinary
experience
of
writing.
ments. His latest scholarly achstant toil and eternal strife may
ing, hard-loving private eye"
ievement is a translation of
be at last appreciated and pro- See the poor left-hander fever- called Mike
Hammer that
perly dealt with. Of whom do I ishly taking notes in Seat 31 of skyrocketed him to success?
Dante's "Inferno" and "Purgaspeak? Who else but the poor Knox Lander's chemistry class.
torio" which has been highly
"I've
always
been
asked
left-handed people of this world! The task is virtually impossible, this. I've been a police repraised by critics. He is pre(ere I must warn of a personal for the Persecuted One is con- porter for a long time. Some
sently working on his ' translastantly
being
jabbed
and
punchprejudice, since I myself am an
of the stuff I write is the
ed
by
right-handed
writers
on
tion of the "Paradise.".
irreconcilable member of this
both sides! Not to mention the truth. You take a situation
race.)
"Dialogue With An Audience,"
and elaborate on it. I've been
. Although the general man-on- fact that for him, the desk is in some tight situations. I
published by Lippincott, is a
the-street is aware of the exis- on the wrong side of the chair. never have to dream up an
collection of articles that Saturtence of a few left-handed per- Or that Professor Landers gives idea."
sons in society (perhaps his right-handed notes.
day Review readers have ans"See those swords on the
second cousin's half brother-in- A more basic difficulty for the wall."
[ wered with emphatic distaste or
He gestured with his brew
law is one, poor fellow!), he is left-hander in this realm is that
appreciation. Also included in it
frighteningly unaware of the notebooks are made backwards at two fencing swords hung Mickey Spillane cools off in the pool after a "punishing"
daily hardships which a predo- for him. As I shall logically overhead. "I whipped the — hour on the set with Shirley Eaton in "The Girl Hunters" as are three articles on Robert
guy
that he played the hero of his own creation—Mike Hammer.
Frost.
minately right-handed society prove momentarily, it is per- out of a college
has imposed upon him. Consi- fectly natural for the left-handder, if you will, some distraught er to turn to the back of a notedaily dilemmas of a left-hander. book and begin writing toward
There is the basic phenomena, the front. Yet when a fledgling
for example, of eating. See the left-winger attempts this in his
left-hander seated at a large first grade composition course,
banquet table. Due to the over- parents and teacher are horriwhelming proportion of right- fied! But consider the circumIn less than a year, Jack Ascherl (B.S., Business, 1962)
where he saw 18 of his recommendations accepted and
handers in society, the iced tea stances a left-hander must go
has
turned
in
outstanding
performances
on
four
different
used. And this led to a key troubleshooting assignment on
is traditionally placed to the I
(Continued on Page 4)
assignments with Southern Bell in Pompano Beach, Florida.
which Jack found ways to tighten up security procedures
right of the table settipg, al-1
As a Commercial Supervisor, he's run a section of a
in the tellers' sections of the district offices.
business office with leeway to make his own decisions. And
To Southern Bell, Jack is a man who gets things done!
then, as Public Relations Coordinator, he improved the
Jack Ascherl, like many young men, is impatient to
PR program for his district.
make things happen for his company and himself. There
Next followed increased responsibility—Jack was told
are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed
to find methods of improving collection procedures, a job
or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.

Big-Game Hunter

By BILL ANDERSON, III

Southpaws, Stand Up!

r
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Big Game

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: JACK ASCHERL

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
7-.?.?--.-.---.7/T

TELEPHONE MAM-OF-THE-MOflTH

© VOLKSWAGEN Of AMERICA, the.

Ugh.
This is an awful picture of a Volkswagen.
It's just not us.
We don't go in much for trading bees or sales
Jamborees or assorted powwows.
Maybe it's because we don't quite understand
the system.
We've never figured out why they run clearonce sales on brand new cars.
If there are cars left over every year, why make
so many in the first place?
And how come the price goes down, even
though the cars are still brand new?
How does the poor guy who bought one last
week fee) about this week's prices?
How can a dealer keep enough parts on hand
v/hen they all keep changing?
How can a mechanic keep track of what he's
doing?
It's all very confusing.
Either we're way behind the times. Or way ahead.

Frank Myers Motors Inc. (&h
3302 N. Main Street
Anderson, South Carolina

AUTHOR1ZE0
0CAL£<

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1 885"
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
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Amanas Adapt To Chang

*

II THE MABLBOBO

By WILLIAM M. BROWN
stration
our ««-*faithfulness *
in «tional m»
years 0^
of -vice
service to
to the
the , corne
Tiger Feature Writer
"TSSVSS-SSS?*
\«2! iTi* S i^°^LVra^^e.l^/fJ Strat
- °off come the
the product
products such as thi
the
memher famous Amana woolen goods
In the heart of Iowa there is near Buffalo, New York. The Iowa and purchased 18,000 ac- the inward and outward ser- community,
would receive more shares of furniture, air conditioning,
a group of religious people who committee,
led by Christian res of the state in one contig- vice of the Community, by the
banded together many years Metz, bought the land that they uous tract. During the next ten power of grace, which God the stock. These changes took cured meats, bread, and thai
place after much considera- famous Amana refrigerator!]
ago to form the Amana Society. felt that would be necessary— years the society made its slow
tion, and the old order came and freezers.
After moving from Ebenezer, this was the Seneca Indian Re- move into its new home. The presents us with.' "
to an end on June 1, 1932.
New York, in 1859 because there servation, which consisted of land holdings also increased to
Government
Today
was no room to expand, this so- 5,000 acres.
The members of this elite The transition took place with, In the Amana of
26,000 acres during this time.
today, tl
ciety has grown in members as
group
were
governed
by
a
counExpansion
an unexpected amount of ease, j strong, deep roots of True I
Birth of Amana
well as industry until today it is
cil
of
thirteen
elders
called
the
The Ebenezer Society prosA system of centralized buying \ spiration still exist. The mate
The first village was given Board of Trustees. The mem- and
a Three Million Dollar Corpora- pered in many ways and the
accounting for the entire ialistic gain which has occurred
tion.
original size of the acreage the Biblical name of Amana bers of this group also made community was set up. Daily has not changed the religioiu
(The Beginning)
had to be increased by anoth- in the summer of 1855. Dur- up the Great Council of the financial reports were sent into vigor with which the member]
This religious group was er 5,000 acres. Since the area ing the next seven years, five Brethren, which was the high the general office in Amana; are so well-known. The quief
governing authority in spiritual the parts of the society that
started as far back as 1714, around Buffalo was growing
dignity of the old regime is .re
in the province of Hesse, near so fast, the cost for land be- more villages were laid out affairs.
were losing money were adjust- stored and the spiritual infill
within
a
radius
of
six
miles:
the now ■ present Frankrot, gan to get too expensive.
ed so that the process was re- ence of Rock and Gruber stUl|
Ownership
Germany. These people gaTherefore, in the Fall of 1854, West Amana, and South Am.
Most of the property was held versed into making profits.
prevails.
thered there in the Ronneburg another
committee, again ana in 1856, High Amana in in common, and each family A chance for members was
Castle in order to escape reli- headed by Christian Metz, 1857, East Amana in 1860, and was assigned to permanent made for them to own their
gious persecution because of went westward to inspect
quarters. The members could, own homes by exchanging some
Middle Amana in 1862.
their beliefs.
however, own such personal of their stock for them.
some newly opened lands in
(Continued from Page 1)
The
society
was
in
need
of
a
property as they were permitTheir religion was organized the Territory of Kansas. But
approved by the Student Senattj
. After The Change
on November 16, 1714, when these frontiers did not seem to railroad terminal, so it bought ted to acquire with small althe small town of Homestead lowances from the general fund.
Since the vast changes, !by a two-thirds vote, be apEberhard Ludwig Gruber and I meet their hopes.
outright.
All the meals were made and many of the old practices still | proved by the Dean of Student
Johann Friedrich Rock started In November, another commitAffairs, and get a two-thirds j
In 1859 the Community of True! served in a common commun remain: Members and their ! vote
this new sect based upon their tee was sent to Iowa to look at
of approval from thtl
belief that God could and would the available land there. Of all Inspiration was incorporated as lty Kitchen-house
children receive free medical student body.
reveal His .wishes and guide His , the land that they saw, the land |a. religious and benevolent soThe most important of ac- and dental care, old age beneThe Student Senate approved!
through inspired persons called ' around Cedar Rapids and Iowa ciety under the name of "Ama- tivities were the church serfits, burial benefits, and a
Werkzeugs. These prophets were City pleased them the most. So na Society."
vices, which were held eleven free education in one of their the changes on Tuesday nightl
March 17. Dean Walter Cox gavtl
regarded as "solely a passive iupon their return, they describ"The purpose of the society times a week. Men sat on one public schools.
his approval on the following I
instrument in the hands of the jed the rolling plains of rich, was,
side
of
the
meeting
house,
as it had been since the
The society in its new state Sunday, and the student body|
Lord."
! black soil, ready to be put to days of Rock and Gruber, to and the women on the other,
Their first constitution provid- ; the plow. They also pictured the serve God 'according to His during these services. The has shown a profit every year voted on Monday.
included
chanted since its reorganization. After Chairman of the Constitution!
ed that all property was to be ' heavily-timbered hills on the law and His requirements in service
held in common, except for other side of the river, and our own consciences, and thus hymns, silent prayer, a Bible the fourth year, the profit was Revisions Committee which!
clothing and household goods. ] pointed to the supply of other to work out the salvation of lesson, and exhortations by one million dollars; after the drew up the changes was Tattl
This provision came out of ne- ! building material, such as sand- our souls, through the redeem- the elders. All of these meet- sixteenth year, six million dol- Horton;
the
sub-committe«|
cessity, for the wealthier mem- stone, limestone, and brick clay, ing grace of Jesus Christ, in ings were marked by an air lars.
chairman was Tommy Hamm. f
Present Industry
Other members were Jim Brabbers had advanced the money to with very vivid descriptions.
self-denial, in the obedience to of solemnity.
Change
Decision and Move West
These seven cities located ham, Jimmy Hewitt, Charles!
,move the community to Amerour faith, and in the demonThe far-sighted members of in the middle of Iowa's fertile Jager, Kay Kellett, John Mat;
' ica, buy the land, and build the
the society realized that the or- farm land are well-known all thew, Norman Pulliam, Bi"
new villages in Ebenezer.
ganization of the group would over the world. From them Sykes and Bill Vandiver.
(Continued from Page 3)
lly by, neither grunting nor have to be changed, or they
through to write in a notebook groaning about their daily, would have to return to the old
obviously patterned for the I lifelong burden. The future is life of self-denial, in order for ■
right handed. He is forced toInot bright; indeed, the oppres-1 the Amana Society to remain in
arch, twist, and otherwise pain- \ sion appears to be increasing.' existence.
fully distort his hand and wrist; (There are no left-handed push l Hence, after an election in!
to avoid the bulging bindings on j buttons on the drawing board' which three-fourths voted for'
the left of the notebook. The for the space age.) Therefore, the change, the entire structure
right-hander only has this pro- it is time for action! Left-hand- of the society underwent vast j
blem when writing on the back ers of the world, unite! Let us changes. The plan included re- i
of the page. This is why it is!rally behind our great forefath- taining the old leadership in the
natural to a left-hander to start ers of the past — Leonardo da spiritual field, abandonment of
from the back and write toward 'Vinci was left-handed, you know the community kitchens, and
the front!
I—and follow our great leaders substitution of family homes to
The left-hander, believing him- 0f the present: Warren Spahn be supported individually.
The new organization inself to be a natural human be- IWhitey Ford, Alfred E. Neuman
volved changing the old one
ing, may sometimes feel the ] and John Fowler!
desire to exert himself by par-; We left-handers demand our into a joint stock corporation
ticipating in athletics. Here the basic rights! If necessary, we organized for profit. Each
persecution is intense. Suppose, shall lobby in the left house of member received one share of
for example, the left-hander 'Congress. We shall stage a na- Class A common stock (nonchooses to play baseball. In this I tionwide strike. We shall have transferable) entitling him to
sport he is welcomed only if he (mass left-in demonstrations. We one vote as a member of the
is a strong pitcher. But if he : shall form a diehard extremist corporation. Then, upon addidesires to play third, or second,! group, the League for the Earnor shortstop, or catcher, he \ ing of the Freedoms that should n_
- ■ •
finds these positions irrevocably Truthfully be Insured to South- lyidCArtll li T
closed to him because of the paws,
Transcontinental;
or T
very way the game is laid out. LEFTIST. This leftist
move- Down our blithe days we
(Abner Doubleday was NOT one ment, incidentally, is not to be
laughed
of us!). He is forced to accept confused with the Communist At children out at play.
a position at first or in the out- Party or Nelson Rockefeller, i Forgetful things the years
field, and even here he must Following our great motto (On-1 Would bring to tantalize
buy a special glove. And thus ward, Upward, and Leftward) \ The last day's light. Then .
the persecution complex of the and our patron saint (Lefty Go- j
left-hander is nurtured
mez), we shall achieve the na-' Soldier? Yes, Soldier, yes.
Up to this time, the left-hand- tional recognition which has so And more than that he took
ed peoples of the world have long been denied to us! Hooray! The last step firmly and
'SOMETIME* Ffep^N/MZF^ &M\HMoHSfg£Yioapef? irt
been content to sit stoical-1 Long Live the Left!
; He has returned at last
SUCH AVWAS TO SWCK^TUVZHTZ gNTlKg NEADttf $*$¥&

STUDENTS

7. ADMIRAL CONSOLE STEREO WITH AM/FM
STEREO MULTIPLEX RADIO
2. ART METAL FILE CABINET
3. KEYSTONE ELECTRIC EYE CAMERA AND
PROJECTOR.
Prizes will be awarded to any group or individual who
qualifies and has the highest number of points.
1. Contest to be held from 1 to 3, in the canteen,
canteen.
2. Persons with the most points win, Marlboro, Parliament, Paxton, Alpine hare 5 pts., Philip Morris
(Reg. or Commander) hare 10 Pts.
3. For 1st and 2nd persons must have 5000 Pts.
For 3rd and 4th persons must have 3500 Pts.
4. All participants must submit sealed bids.
All packs must be in bundles of 50 or 100, SEPARATING 5 and 10 pts. PACKAGES.

"Southpaws"

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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career opportunities
in
electronic data processing
Excellent opportunity for men receiving a degree in Liberal Arts, Business
Administration or Education with previous training in electronics to assuma
positions with the Field Service Department of Honeywell EDP.
If you have extensive electronic training and experience gained in the services of

THE ENGAGEMENT RING WITH
THE PERFECT CENTER DIAMOND

other equivalent training, you may "qualify for our two years' Field Servic«
Training Program.
THESE POSITIONS OFFER:

Can you avoid
living in "Jamsville"?
It won't be easy. By 1980 most Americans will live in 40 large metropolitan areas—each with more than a million population. To keep your community from becoming a "Jamsville"
will take people with ideas — ideas
that can help cities move more traffic
swiftly, safely and economically.
Some of the ideas come from the men
and women of General Electric who,
in effect, form a "Progress Corps."
In major cities, they're helping to
develop balanced transportation
built around rapid rail-transit systems . . . and they're providing
advanced equipment to power and
control the trains. They're also developing a TV monitoring system that
enables a single engineer to control
miles of auto traffic ... a jet engine

• Two-year training program Including 3 to 6 months formal train-

True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond
engagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond ... a
perfect gem of.flawless clarity, fine color
and meticulous modern cut.

that speeds commuters in a hydrofoil
ship over the waves ... and another
jet engine to lift travelers over traffic
via turbocopter at 150 mph.
Traffic is only one of many problems General Electric people are
working on. Their numerous projects, in this country and around the
world, demand a variety of talents:
engineering, finance, marketing, law,
physics and many others.
If you'd like to join the "Progress
Corps" after graduation, talk to your
placement director. He can help qualified young people begin their careers
at General Electric.

ing at our training center in Wellcsley, Mass. with an opportunity
for unlimited growth in the mushrooming computer field.
• Full salary while training
• Tuition refund program

The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on
the tag is your assurance of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake diamond ring is awaiting
your selection at your Keepsake Jeweler's
store. Find him in the yellow pages. Prices
from $100 to $2500. Rings enlarged to show
beauty of detail ®Trade-mark registered.

• Permanent assignments in major cities throughout the United
States. No traveling required after assignment.
• Additional excellent benefits
You are invited to arrange an appointment by forwarding a resume" tot
Mr. Robert Kaprielian

( Him TO PUN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDGING"]
I
|
i
I

7fagrets k OvrMo& Imperftnt PmJvtf

Pfeose send two new booklets, "How to Plan Your Engage«r>ent and Wedding" and "Choosing Your Diamond Rings,"
both for only 25c. Also send special offer of beautiful 44
page Bride's Bock.

]
j
I
'

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC

HONEYWELL EDP DIVISION
38 Life Street, Brighton, Masj.

Honeywell
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
Opportunities also exist in other Honeywell Divisions. Send resume to T. I. Lalng, Honeywell, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota. An equal opportunity employer.
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Open Season on umps

men
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is Cherry Lane. I still can't believe the college (O.K.—
-University) hasn't changed the street's name . . . You
can fool some of the people all of the time, all of the
people some of the time, and the administration every
lime ... In 1943 Frank Howard coached the baseball
team; and they won 12 of 15 games . . . juniors and seniors, can you remember when coffee was 5c a cup in
the canteen? . . . We used to be a cow college, now we
are the udder university or Moo U.

If we got so darn

many cows around here, why can't Clemson students
get a choice of milk for dinner and supper?

Oh well,

I always did like grape juice along with fish or shrimp
and lemon pie . . . hey!

I hear the Yankees are looking'

Mile Relayers NSF Offers Large
Lead Clemson Grant For Research
Track Team
By BILLY WALKER
Tiger Sportswriter

The National Science Foundation has approved a grant of
$9,000 to Clemson for studies of
the failure phenomena of rock.
Chief researcher will be Dr.
Arnold E. Schwartz, assistant
professor of civil engineering,
who joined the Clemson faculty
in September 1963 after earning the Ph.D. at the Georgia
Institute of Technology.
"Among all the materials
which must support loads," said
Dr. Schwartz, "rock has been
the least studied. Yet, in tunneling for highways, railroads
and mines and in the designing
of arch bridges or dams, the
strength of rock is of the utmost
concern.'

The NSF grant will enable
Schwartz to continue investigations he initiated in his doctoral
studies. He plans to conduct
trial tests with confining and
pore pressures on rock cores of
Indian limestone, Stone Mountain granite, Georgia marble
and Pottsville sandstone.
He will use photomicrographs
to aid in the study of granulation and crystal reorientation
at the Clemson civil engineering laboratores.
Dr. Joseph H. Moore, department head, said these studies
are basic in nature and should
help roll back the curtain of
doubt which now ftvershadowl
this important building material.

The Tiger track team recently set an all-time Clemson and
Conference record at the Florida Relays and retained their
upofficial state championship in
a more recent meet, the StateRecord Relays in Columbia. At
the Florida Relays, the mile relay team broke the school record
with a time of 3:14.8. This time
also bettered the state and ACC
record for that distance although
the Tigers came in second be
hind swift Northeast Louisiana
in that event. The record-setting
(Continued from Col 1-2)
relay team was composed of
Hays Cone, Douglas Adams, he could have picked up quite a few votes ... or "Tip
Cecil Huey, and Jimmy Wynn. the canoe with Mrs. Albert in it" . . . Our tennis team

By FRED CLEAVES
Tiger Sports Editor
Bits & Pieces, Odds & Ends, or Thoughts as
They Come to Mind
Variation is the spicing of existence, or something
like that. So for a change here are some various
thoughts as they come to mind until I fill my column
this week . . . After the KEN fair a few weekends ago
a certain economics professor remarked to his class,
"Don't be surprised if I seem a bit distant to you for a
week or so. I noticed that my name on that old car
across the street was pretty well bashed in, and one
spot on the car marked "V.D." wasn't even touched.
The only conclusion I can draw is that you all hate me
worse than V.D.!! It will take me a while to get over
it'' . . . Some dogs sure do bark a lot; they are just like
people—trying to tell you how to live . . . Gee, what if
the Moon Maid and Junior get married! Their kids
would be half horny . . . It's a shame, that a certain
Clemson student is on probation for being a bit rowdy
in the dorms. You see, he is the student that borrowed
the fire engine so successfully so many times last year.
But now he can't afford to get caught, and alas! It appears a whole school year will pass without the fine
old machine touring the quad . . .now maybe if some
of our freshmen just weren't so feckless?? . . . which,
by the way, is surely a sign that each year's rat class
is fast becoming more scholarly ... It wasn't long ago
that our late President, John Kennedy, was assassinated. And it bothers me that the only references to him
now are through commercial enterprises trying to make
a buck by peddling such objects as memorial key chains,
"official" pictures, and other similar ornaments. After all, here was a rich man who could have spent his
life in obscure comfort. But instead he got into the
rugged field of politics to fight for strong convictions
he held essential for a better America. He took on the
heaviest responsibility of all, the Presidency, at an early
age. You may not have agreed with all of his policies
—those on national defense, foreign aid, disarmament,
domestic economic aid, and civil rights. He died fighting for what he believed, and whether you agreed with
the man or not, it is still a tribute to the late President
that he entered the cold political world to fight for what
he felt was right when he could have led a soft life . . .
The Masters? Jack Nicklaus is the favorite, but I'm
pulling for Snead, Boros, and outside threats Sanders
and Charles . . . The panty raid, if you can call it that,
before Easter, made me wonder. You can hardly
breathe around here without a permit, and yet the
road that runs in front of the women's residence hall
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The 440 relay team placed
fourth with a time of 41.9. Fourth
places also went to Merph Caruso and Cater Leland in the javelin throw and broad jump, respectively. Bill Jackson's efforts
in the pole vault were good
enough for a 4th place finish.
Carl Poole placed 5th in the hundred yeard dash while Nelson
Mc Loughlin put the shot for a
5th place finish in his event. The
sprint medley team also finished fifth.

Lousy Bird

Baseballers
Here Saturday

The Clemson baseball team
will face Georgia tomorrow
and Georgia Tech Tuesday in
their last appearance at home
until May l. In the eleven
games the Tigers have played
the records show six victories
and five defeats for their efforts. In A. C. C. competition
Clemson has an even 2-2 rec
ord. The victories coming over
Maryland and Virginia.
The statistics tell the story of
the five losses this season. The
team has a batting average of
.286, and is scoring more than
7.5 run per game. . Looking at
the pitching totals, the team
has an earned run average of
4.27, but we have allowed 23
unearned runs to cross home
plate. This fact coupled with
60 walks to opposing batters
and 22 errors points out the
weak fielding and also the lack
of controll by the pitching
staff.
Second baseman Ben Marsella is leading the Tigs in
hitting with a .380 batting
average, 15 R. B. I.s, and 19
hits. Dale Smith has the best
Senior Dick Pregnall, voted most valuable player by his E. R. A. with 1.85, and Tommy
teammates last year, takes time out to scratch his back. Photo Chapman has a 3-1 record with
36 strike outs.
by Spencer & Spencer.

Closer to home, in Columbia,
the track team successfully defended its unofficial state track
championship by leading all entrants with a total of 42>/a points.
Linwood O'Cain outdistanced all
comers to capture a victory in
the 330 hurdles, and Dick Dobbs
proved the class of his feild in
winning the discus throw
The record-breaking mile relay team did it again taking first
place and setting a new track
and meet record for their distance. Broad jumper Cater Leland placed second in a field of
talented performers. Jimmy
Wynn copped 2nd in the hundred
with Carl Poole close behind in
4th place. Avery Nelson continued his string of consistent
good finishes with a second in
the triple jump. Nelson also finished 4th in the high jump. The
440 relay team set records of
their own as they won their
event and set a new meet record.
Merph Caruson heaved the
javelin to a 3rd place finish, and
Bill Jackson, complete with injured knee, finished 4th in the
pole vault. Nelson McLoughlin
was 5th in the shot put. The
sprint medley team also took a
fifth spot for their efforts. The
team will next particiapte in the
News-Piedmont Relays held in
Greenville next Saturday afternoon, weather permitting.

has had about as much luck as somebody would have
trying to make a table level by alternately sawing off
the legs . . . Frank Pearce, big, husky football player
has some of the best poetry going on campus.
ample:

An ex-

I saw a flower growing out of a
pole that carries
the power lines,
and it was fragile and beautiful,
But when I touched it,
It shocked me.

JOBS ABROAD

STUDENTS & TEACHERS

Largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of
permanent career opportunities in Europe,
South America, Africa and the Pacific, for
MALE or FEMALE. Totals 50 countries. Gives
specific addresses and names prospective
U. S. employers with foreign subsidiaries. Exceptionallyhigh pay, free travel, etc. In addition, enclosed vital guide and procedures
necessary to foreign employment. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Jobs
Abroad Directory — P. O. Box 13593 —
Phoenix, Arizona.

SUMMER JOBS
for STUDENTS
NEW S'64 directory lists 20,000 summer job
openings in 50 states. MALE or FEMALE. Unprecedented research for students includes
exact pay rates and job details. Names employers and their addresses for hiring in industry, summer camps, national parks, resorts, etc., etc., etc. Hurry! ! jobs filled early.
Send two dollars. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Send to: Summer Jobs Directory — P. O. Box
13593 — Phoenix, Arizona.

USAF F-105. unleashing air-to-ground
rockets at simulated enemy target

LEDBETTER TOUGH!

over Ben Marsella, Clemson second baseman. They are j

Netters Start Slow;
Citadel Here Today

looking for a long ball hitter to replace the slumping
Maris . . . Student elections are in the spotlight lately,
and they're a JOKE.

It's a shame we can't set aside a

day and have a big convention down in the field house
to learn our candidates and get a general idea of how
tne real ones work.
be nixed.

But it seems any such plan would

It appears the power of the student govern-

ment is usurped by someone or someones in higher
places anyway.

The Clemson "puppet" government

puts the communist regimes to shame! . . . Talk about
a panty raid, a prominent southern university had a
drawer raid!
dorms!

That's right, the coeds invaded the male

Maybe that will happen at Clemson in five

or ten years.

Yea, and maybe Niagara will fall tomor-

row . . . Senior Day is arriving, and some seniors are
already making plans.

Latest is the theory that if we

By BILL LINN
Tiger Sports Writer
The Clemson tennis team is
off to its worst start in two
years. In 1962, the team was
made up mostly of sophomores
and posted a 14-1 record. Then,
in 1963 their record was 13-2.
However, this season after five
matches they are on the short
end of a 2-3 record. The main
thing attributing to their bad
start is a much tougher schedule.
In their first match against
a strong Florida St. team, they
dropped a close 5-4 decision. On

the same trip into Florida, they
humiliated Rollins 7-2, their best
performance this season.
Upon returning to Clemson,
they faced Harvard two days in
succession. In the first match,
Clemson dropped a 6-3 decision.
The march on the following day
was something to see. At one
o'clock the netters began to toil.
It was not until seven o'clock
that night that the last player
left the court. Reports are that
this was the longest match ever
at Clemson. The match was not
settled until the last set of the
last doubles match, with Har-

vard handing the Tigers a heartbreaking 5-4 defeat. This was
the first time in two years that
Harvard had beaten Clemson in
tennis.
Clemson's next match was a
breather against ACC foe N. C.
State. The Tigers breezed to a
9-0 win to make their conference record 1-0.
Thus far this year, James
Ledbetter has been the most
consistent performer. After
losing his singles match at
Florida
St., he has come
back to take four straight
(Continued on Page 6)

could get a senior to man every toilet in all the dorms
and flush them at the exact time, say on the 9:00 A.M.
whistle, that something would give ... I know, next

You don't have to write a thesis to be a master

week the editorial page will probably give me the old
one-two about what a childish idea that was.

And

while I'm on editorials . . . Paradox department, or
something like that.

It sort of tickles me, all year the

editorial page boys have been working feverishly to
put out many grim, serious, thought-provoking articles.
And the truth is, all the students read the editorials for
humor.

For some reason they think they are funny;

except those students who belong to a frat or the CDA.
I'm tired, personally, of reading about how bad the
dances are one week and how bad the frats are another
week (such woefully important topics).

So I'm giving

the editorial boys some new meat to get a little change

fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa
fa

(Nor-

fn

mally I would expect them to blast the sports page next

fa

in their editorials these last five weeks.

I'm leaving

the sports page open for some fine criticism.

week, but I have a sneaking suspicion they don't read
the sports page.)

fa
fa
I think the editorial fa

Just to make sure I get my idea over,

I love the CDA and the frats.
page stinks, stinks, stinks.

There ... If one of the

candidates had come out with a campaign slogan like
•"What this school needs is a good 5c prostitute," I'll bet
(Continued to Col N7-8)

fa

-ARROWmakes you look like a master ,
in a matter of minutes. Your
swing will be better and
so will your putting, for
this shirt was designed for
freedom of movement—
s
especially for golfers. That's
why the pocket is on the right.
This is the shirt that you saw on
ARROW'S T.V. sponsorship of
MASTERS Tournament... it with
stood the test and looked as good
the last hole as it did at the tee

school's out.
Right now, graduation seems way off in the personic jet...helping to keep America's
wild blue yonder. But it's not too early to start guard up. Or you may be in an Air Force |
planning. In the future, you'll look back on laboratory,'working to solve an intricate scidecisions you make today with satisfaction... entific or technological problem.
Doing jobs like these, you can hold your headl
or regret.
high.
In addition to being essential to youij
What can an Air Force career mean to you in
country,
they're the beginnings of a profes^
tangible gain? The opportunity to take on executive responsibilities you might otherwise sion of dignity and purpose.
wait years to attain. And a head-start into one For more information, see the Professor ol|
of a wide range of possible careers in the Air Science.
If there is no AFROTC unit on your carr^j
exciting Aerospace Age.
_
pus, contact your nearest Air
As an Air Force officer, for exU.S.
Air
F0PC6
Force recruiter.
ample, you may be flying a su-
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Dail Dixon Named New Editor
In Chronicle Staff Elections

HO ft rhe Perfection oP
^
Condensation*., ftn I
What's
entire book reduced f
this
to a ooncise,onewriting?
line non-sentencet

I won't
tell
anyone
\t you
won't.
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Tut,tut,<5ort! Just , for this novel, it
think! Speed Beading can now be read in
is now -Pully expedited! two seconds!!
Whereas the best
Isn't that
simply
previous reading time
wa6 two minutes... marvelous ?f

Uogwash!
Why,
Incidentally obviously
what.,.ah...
it's
'novel*
Hawthorne's
is this?
The Scarlet

zeos
H6CP
OS.

Lelterl

Dail Dixon, an architecture taining approximately forty
"In view of the fine record
major from Raleigh, N. C. has pages. These issues are now of the CHRONICLE in past
been named as editor of the planned for September, Decem- years," Dixon said, "we are gober, and the beginning of spring ing to work with two goals in
Everybody enjoys farm work In Eucop*
1964-1965 CHRONICLE. Dixon holidays.
mind: to present to the students
who served as the art editor on In the past few years, the a magazine that will interest
this year's staff, will head the CHRONICLE has received very them, and to attain the rating
Editorial staff of the CHRONI- high honors in the state as a of All-American again.
"Although we are going to
CLE.
college magazine. At last year's
Others named to this staff j convention, the CHRONICLE have a young staff next year,
were: Managing Editor, Mark walked away With the Best I feel that there is great poMillbourn, a pre-medicine major Magazine in the State award tential here. We think we can
from Arlington; Business Man- and was awarded the rating of present to the students a varieforced to sign off the air. This I and to the Tiger reporter pre
Resort, sales, lifeguard and
ager, Lydia Threatt, a mathe- AU-American by the American ty magazine with good balance.
station gave to the students of sent how necessary it was to
office work are examples of
matics major from Gadsden; Collegiate Press Assc. Next We want to make it the best
Clemson the sounds that they complete work on the Constituthousands of summer jobs
Art Editor, Rob Bryan, an ar- week the state convention will CHRONICLE in the history of
wanted to hear — was this tion that night since the ballot
available in Europe to every
chitecture major from Colum- be held to judge this year's en the school."
Dear Tom:
wrong? Apparently so, just be- ing for the new Constitution
registered student. No experi- '
Dixon urged all students who
tries.
bia.
would
have
to
be
Monday,
Today a good thing was taken cause it stepped on some toes.
ence or foreign language i»
are interested in Junior Staff
Copy Editor, Ashley Poulk,
the 23rd of March due to the Dear Tom:
When I read the article "Fish
required and travel grants are
positions with the magazine to from the students of Clemson. Many students listened to this Student Body Nominations Meetan electrical engineering major
'n Quips" on Pre-marital Sex:
given to all students. Wage*
come by the CHRONICLE of- A small radio station—known station, and during its brief ing that night.
from Valdosta, Ga.; Feature
Right or Wrong: by Howie Fishrange to $400 a month. For a
fice in the Geology Building any as "The Eye in the Sky" and time on the air of five days,
Editor, Dave Henry, a chemical
"Radio Free Clemson"—was its popularity grew greatly. Had it not been for the publi- bein, I was stunned. It took my
complete prospectus with phoTuesday at 7:00 p.m.
engineering major from North
'The Eye in the Sky" was be- city given the new Constitution reading it the third time to be
tos, job and travel grant apAugusta; Humor Editor, Durcoming familiar for some, so by WSBF, not a single student fully convinced I was reading
plications, a $2 cash book couward Stinson, an architecture
pon, handling and airmail
they had it taken off the air. outside Student Government it correctly. Such 'trash' should
major from Charleston Heights;
charges send $2 to Dept. R,
Can't we, the students of Clem- would have known about the new not be considered, when we
Photography
Editor,
Geoff The Clemson Chapter of Al
American Student Informason, have the music we want, Constitution. Possibly the Tiger speak of 'freedom of the press.'
Groat, an English major from pha Zeta, national honorary
tion Service, 22 Ave. de la Lib.
fraternity, has
or don't we have a choice? Is staff should re-examine its reCamden; Fiction Editor, John agricultural
erte, Luxembourg City, Grand
the majority ruled by a chosen sponsibilities to the Student As the mother of a little girl,
McCarter, an English major been named the most outstandit breaks my heart to realize
Body.
Duchy of Luxembourg.
ing chapter at the Southeastern
from Clover.
few?
Sincerely yours, that such things are actually
Promotion and Circulation Ed- Regional Conclave held at the The Clemson Area Continuing al charm and beauty; bridge;
It seems to me that if "The
B. Tate Horton, Jr. taught in our colleges today.
itor, Harry Townsend, a horti- University of Florida March 20 Education Center this March your home and how to make it Eye" cannot broadcast anyChairman
of the Senate Don't put me in the 'past generaand
21.
culture major from Wadmalaw
closed its eleventh successful attractive; flower arrangement; more, that a certain organizaConstitutional
Revisions tion'—because all of this generaIsland; and the Faculty Advis- This is the second straight season, counting more than millinery, and knitting. The tion on the campus should take
Committee tion is not iost. I didn't know
er, Mark S. Steadman, an As- year Clemson's chapter of Al- 13,000 adults enrolled for study courses men preferred were: the hint. The whole purpose
that there was a question of presistant Professor of English and pha Zeta has won the award. since classes were initiated in graphical aids in construction of "The Eye" was to give the Editor's note: The TIGER ex- marital
relations as being right
Modern Language. All, with the
Other institutions representmanagement; dancing; money students of Clemson the music tends apologies to Mr. Horton or wrong.
exception of Dixon, Dave Henry, ed were Auburn, University of 1953.
Plans for next year's Center management; law for layman, they want to hear, and from and to members of the Student
and Professor Steadman, as- Georgia, North Carolina State,
are
being formulated with clas- and federal and state income the success of it, I think they Senate for the Tiger's failure to With Mr. Fishbein's idea on
sume new positions with the VPI, and University of Floricover the changes in the student this, it makes me wonder—is he
ses
scheduled to be held six tax forms. The courses, United did!
CHRONICLE.
Constitution in the last issue. married? What kind of wife did
States
and
world
scene
and
reda.
Tuesday
nights
from
Feb.
16
to
If
WSBF
is
to
be
a
small
Editor-elect Dixon said in an
ligions of men, were of interest school station, let it be for the The absence of coverage was he get? Does he have any little
Delegates
to
the
conclave
March
23,
1965.
interview that he planned no
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